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Introduction
Ahead of the local elections across the United Kingdom on 5th May 2022 and inspite of a
turbulent backdrop of rising energy prices and a growing anti-Net Zero agenda, this
discussion paper aims to look at realistic policies that local authorities can deliver in order
to help reduce carbon emissions locally.
Not only are the bene ts of cleaner energy clear in terms of improving air quality - about
40,000 deaths in Britain each year are linked to air pollution1 - but a government report in
2020 showed that electricity from onshore wind or solar could be supplied in 2025 at half
the cost of gas- red power2.
With that in mind, here are ten policies that local authorities should review and where
suitable, implement during their next term in of ce.

1. Improving air quality in areas with higher levels of CO2 in the air:
The Royal College of Physicians estimate 40,000 deaths a year in the UK are linked to air
pollution. There are several steps that Councils can take to both reduce the number of
deaths and to reduce the air pollution in high risk areas such as those surrounding schools
and hospitals which are greatly affected by idling cars. Actions that Councils can take
include:
● Educating drivers to keep a 2m gap when cars are at a standstill - increasing the
gap between stationary cars from 1 metre to 2 metres can result in in-vehicle VOC
and PM2.5 concentrations reducing by 19–31%3
● Replacing speed humps which cause motorists to brake and then accelerate again
with other safety measures to slow vehicles down - one study showed that speed
humps increase fuel consumption by 47% on roads with a 30 mph speed limit4
● Creating ‘No Idling Zones’ with the support of volunteers to discourage cars keeping
their engines running when stationary - a project commissioned by the Mayor of
London's of ce in 2016 measured changes in pollution after a series of "action
days", during which teams of volunteers patrolled the streets in four areas of
London, asking drivers to turn off their engines. They found levels of black carbon a pollutant associated with car exhausts, which has been linked to lung and heart
disease - were 36% lower after these "action days" next to a primary school in
1 h ps://news.trust.org/item/20210421130150-sijhl/#:~:text=About%2040%2C000%20deaths%20in%20Britain,and%20Child%20Health%2C%20a%20charity
2 h ps://www.carbonbrief.org/wind-and-solar-are-30-50-cheaper-than-thought-admits-uk-government
3 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/223085905_The_impacts_of_inter-vehicle_spacing_on_in-vehicle_air_pollution_concentrations_in_idling_urban_traf
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4 https://www.radarsign.com/speed-humps-accelerate-air-pollution/
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● Carpooling can be used as a way to save money and reduce emissions governments can incentivise this with dedicated traf c lanes6 and parking spaces or
by reducing road tolls on higher occupancy vehicles
Costs: There will be costs associated with removing road humps and installing alternative
speed calming measures such as signage, road markings and speed cameras. Installing
education materials and signage in designated No Idling Zones can be done for a small
fee, e.g. an RAC School Clean Air Zone banner costs £607. Cooperating with rideshare
APPs for discounts (e.g. for those on lower incomes) especially educating seniors on how
to access them could have signi cant bene ts.

2. Increasing the number electric vehicle (EV) charging points
One of the major concerns for residents in
apartment blocks is the lack of charging docks and
their inability to have their own charge point which
has deterred people from investing in electric
vehicles. Tackling the issue of an undersupply of
charging points would bring signi cant bene ts
from reduced CO2 emissions to cleaner air,
reduced noise pollution and potentially, additional
revenue income for Councils. The natural place to
install charging points is into existing electrical sources such as lamp posts and Councils
could work with companies such as Co Charger8 to raise awareness in communities about
where to access recharging.
Costs: Subject to scale of the project, each installation should cost between £250-1,000 as
was the case for Twickenham and Barnes Councils9. A recent survey by pod point10
showed that a typical 30 minute rapid charging point would cost £6-10, which would
require as little as 25 charges in order to recoup the initial outlay. Central government
funding is also available to support these schemes.

5

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-47525885

6 https://dot.ca.gov/programs/traf c-operations/hov
7 https://www.ottimodigital.co.uk/rac-banner/rac-banner?utm_medium=referrer&utm_source=drive&utm_campaign=article
8 https://co-charger.com/
9 https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/cars/article-4607870/A-1-000-conversion-turn-lampposts-EV-chargers.html
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10 https://pod-point.com/guides/driver/cost-of-charging-electric-car

3. Reducing the amount of energy used by residents to heat their homes
Heating homes is most energy consuming in the colder, darker months as more power is
required to heat homes and people spend less time outside. Councils should address
ways to get people out of their homes and ensure that less energy is consumed when they
are out and about. Ways of achieving this include:
● Keeping public spaces lit until 6pm - many families struggle to leave home and nd
outdoor activities in the months where the sun sets before 5pm. LED lit parks and
working with communities to appoint ‘Community Volunteers’ to help create a
presence in our public spaces will encourage more people to venture out
● Utilising of ce space and creating accelerator and training hubs - Councils have
access to properties with spare capacity and this can be better utilised to help get
people into work in our communities by reskilling them. This provides potential
revenue streams for Councils through selling courses and can create positive
externalities as business support these ‘reskilling hubs’
● Run educational events, festivals and inclusive events to get people to switch off
and walk more - there can be incentives brought in by collaborating with local
businesses to encourage greener behaviour or as a reward for competition winners
Costs: Lighting costs would need assessing, but all Council lighting should transition to
LED and solar-powered whenever possible. Installing a community of cer(s) per ward(s)
would be suf cient to work on the education, awareness, community collaboration, events
and sourcing and managing a team of Community Volunteers.

4. Tracking and reducing all CO2 emissions linked to Council spending
Whether services are offered by Councils directly
or through outsourced bodies, it is time for
Council's to ensure that their money is being
invested in line with the UK's green agenda.
Council’s should conduct a review of all
transportation, which is the leading emitter of CO2
in the UK11, to ensure that all Council linked
vehicles are up to standard. An unambitious target
of this standard would be to ensure that they meet
the de nition of ULEZ compliant vehicles (from refuse trucks to buses to vehicles used to
transport those working on behalf of the Council such as those carrying out roadworks and
maintaining public spaces). A more ambitious target would be to ensure that all modes of
transportation are electric or hybrid by the end of the Council's next full term in of ce.
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https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/ le/957887/2019_Final_greenhouse_gas_emissions_statistical_release.pdf
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Costs: Whilst there are a series of government subsidies12 for electric cars, motorbikes
and trucks, Councils can use the opportunity to collaborate with service providers to
transition to greener vehicles and potentially help support their purchase through sale and
leaseback schemes to support smaller private businesses with cash ow. There may also
be the opportunity for Councils to subsidise or offer free charging to Council-linked
vehicles to increase the incentive.

5. Investing in an effective and affordable bus network
Numerous authorities across the UK are keen to address the decline in bus use that has
been seen in recent decades. An effective bus network can connect communities, reduce
car dependency and congestion, lower carbon emissions, improve air quality and health,
and tackle social inequalities.
Recommended best practices include:
● Fast, frequent bus services targeted at key journey times (e.g. some routes may
better serve families and seniors instead of regular work commuters and therefore
putting on more buses outside of rush hour may be suitable)
● Surveying residents to better understand most convenient routes and adjust
services accordingly
● Reducing journey times also reduces operating costs
● Integrate bus routes with the existing transport network e.g. Park and Ride schemes
● Connectivity with mobility hubs such as rail, trams, active travel which includes easy
online journey tracking through one system and a ticketing and payment
mechanism that can be used throughout the entire local transport network
● Coordinated branding and marketing to maximise revenues and create targeted,
easily disseminated information
This can be achieved by:
1. Canvassing each community demographic to understand the needs
2. Meeting with the transport network operators to establish a joined-up approach
3. Combining resources where possible to create a single interface for transport users
4. Establishing a clear promotional and marketing channel for branding and
advertising across the transport network
5. Assessing the value of clean community shuttles with a particular focus on elderly
residents (e.g. to and from senior communities) and to frequently visited places
(e.g. shopping malls, stand alone supermarkets, town centres etc.)
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12 https://www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-grants

6. Creating a ZERO waste policy
Working together with residents and building on
the Environmental Protection Act 1990, Councils
should assess Doughnut13 economic models to
meet sustainable human requirements. Take for
instance recycling schemes, if better managed
they could make a signi cant dent in greenhouse
gas emissions.
A good example of this relates to biodegradable
waste which still too often ends up in land lls where it cannot be processed correctly and
therefore breaks down anaerobically generating signi cant amounts of methane which is a
greenhouse gas 25 times more potent than CO214.
ZERO waste policies include:
● Investing in a circular economy15 - an economic and industrial system that
eliminates waste and focuses on reusability of products and raw materials and
pursues value creation across every link of the system
● Better educating residents to ensure that the right waste goes to the right place
● Target repairing goods instead of disposing and replacing them
● Educate and support the transition from single-use to rechargeable batteries
● Introduce community compost banks sites in cooperation with local parks,
allotments, farms etc.
● Natural compost banks should be utilised by residents instead of purchasing
conventional fertiliser
● Public water fountains and other reusable infrastructure investment can provide a
cheap alternative to bottled water
● Avoid the use of single use bags, cutlery, plates, cups and packaging
● Education around using natural instead of conventional chemical detergents
● Local authorities should better educate the public about waste management
processes including what they can do in their homes
● Providing degradable recycling and bin sacks

13 https://doughnuteconomics.org/about-doughnut-economics
14 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/

le/765914/resources-waste-strategy-dec-2018.pdf
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15 https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/updates/news/digital-tools-as-enablers-towards-a-circular-economy-the-amsterdam-case?pk_campaign=Email-NewUpdate&pk_medium=email&pk_source=noti
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7. Discourage y tipping with a free skip service
Fly tipping blights many communities across the UK. Between 2020-2021, local
authorities in England dealt with 1.13 million y-tipping incidents, yet less than 60,000 nes
were imposed16 meaning that battle is being lost and we need to rethink how we tackle this
issue. In general, y tipping occurs because it’s the easiest option that comes from not
having suf cient space in the existing recycling facilities (e.g. the dedicated bins may be
full and a biweekly collection isn’t due for a few days) or it involves larger items that aren’t
easy to discard or garner a charge if they need disposing of (a particular issue for small
businesses).
Councils can offer a service to collect household waste which if successful will signi cantly
reduce the desire to illegally dump waste. At the moment many Councils impose charges
for collecting large items and yet many residents cannot afford this option.
Councils can
● List items compatible for public skips in order to prevent misuse
● Clearly advertise the frequency and location of skips and if necessary impose a
booking system
● Monitor skips to ensure they aren’t being misused and to deal with over ow
● Have residents digitally list all items (e.g. through Facebook Marketplace) they
intend to dump including posting a picture so that others can take the items ahead
of the Council - ‘one man's trash is another man's treasure’
Costs:
Our research suggests that skips should cost between £150-£270 each and between 2-5
skips would be required in each ward every month. Across the borough, average skip
costs should be around £70-100 per skip based on a larger order over a longer period of
time and even less if the Council purchases the skips themselves.
Councils should calculate the existing costs to the Council from y tipping and try to
reallocate and test the skip programme to assess its impact.

8. Retro tting existing Council Buildings
There are vast bene ts from making council owned properties cheaper to run (reducing
energy bills by £698 million each year), more comfortable to live and work in (saving the
NHS by £1.9 billion every year) and will create jobs (31,000 new, skilled jobs in the
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16 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/

construction and retro tting industries17).
Government gures show that approximately 16
million homes in England have an EPC rating of
below C, where C-grade is the minimum standard
for homes as part of the government’s Net Zero
targets18.
A collective of 33 local London authorities in 2021
agreed a joint plan to retro t almost 3.78 million
homes which they say are responsible for around one-third of the city’s greenhouse gas
emissions19.
We recommend that Councils take stock of all their properties, both commercial and
residential and assess which are prime for decarbonising. Once identi ed they can
consider
● Filling the personnel skills gap in planning departments to ensure that net zero
standards are being met for all new builds and there isn’t a race to the bottom from
developers
● Ensuring that Building Control teams are responsible, after 2025, for homes being
built comply with the Future Homes Standard which will be de ned in 2023
● Ensuring that buildings comply with local building regulations, for example through
enforcing minimum energy ef ciency standards on the private rented sector
There is a substantial amount of government funding20 to support retro tting
● Home Upgrade Grant - targeted at low-income households and is being introduced
in 2022
● Heat and Buildings Strategy - offers £3.9 billion of funding for retro tting
● Home Upgrade Grant - £150m of funding to support low income households by
upgrading the energy ef ciency of properties off the gas network in England
● Local Authority Delivery scheme - £500 million of funding allocated to local
authorities through the Local Authority Delivery scheme, to improve the energy
ef ciency of homes of low-income households, helping reduce fuel poverty, phasing
out high carbon fossil fuel heating

17 https://local.gov.uk/about/news/lga-climate-emergency-invest-councils-green-retro t-over-1000-homes-day
18 https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5802/cmselect/cmcomloc/34/3406.htm
19 https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/home/home/london-councils-reveals-98bn-plan-to-retro t-38-million-homes-72906
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20 https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5802/cmselect/cmcomloc/34/3406.htm

9. Educating residents to reduce their carbon footprint
The biggest impact that any council can make is to create an environmentally-focused
culture where residents are the environmental champions. If successful, the impact will
not only help meet the net zero goal, but will bring signi cant bene ts to residents and
businesses. This can be done through several measures:
● Events & festivals - councils can establish an events calendar and we would
encourage residents and community groups to be involved in the planning and
execution which could include
○ Using council facilities such as parks and high streets
○ Using local businesses e.g. for catering, marketing & event management
○ Employing green initiatives e.g. serving all food and drinks in reusable/
biodegradable packaging
○ Engaging schools for instance with fairs which can also help raise money
● Creating and sharing education material (digitally is recommended) as part of
campaigns, examples include
○ Shopping locally
○ Switching from bottled water to reusable drinking vessels
○ Avoiding single-use plastic
○ EV charging points
○ How to recycle and minimise waste
○ Impact of littering
○ How to better manage your home energy consumption
○ Solar panels and greener energy
○ Reporting y tipping, vehicle air pollution violations, potholes
○ Establishing community champions who can give talks in the community and
help with the local delivery and content creation
● Partnering with local businesses to help residents eat, drink, purchase, x things
locally instead of travelling by car - one way of doing this would be through a
Council APP where businesses can register services and residents can easily nd
them
● Promoting smartphone APPs that arrange ride-shares21
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21 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/mar/18/car-free-sundays-iea-sets-out-10-point-plan-to-reduce-global-oil-demand

10. Agreeing on minimum energy ef ciency standards for all new build
properties
Councils as a minimum should be urgently
assessing whether they have standards in place to
ensure that all newbuild properties are in-line with
the national Net Zero strategy. Things that should
be considered are
● Air or ground source heat pumps for blocks
of ats and single dwellings
● Installing solar panels where practical
● Measures to reduce overheating
● Improvements to ventilation to prevent the
spread of airborne viruses in non-residential
buildings
● Suf cient numbers and accessibility of EV
charging points
● Waste management ef ciency - have we got the best waste management in place
to best handle refuse and recycling
● Passivhaus insulation standards
● Larger developments should incorporate the Merton Rule i.e. a prescriptive
planning policy that requires new developments to generate at least 10% of their
energy needs from on-site renewable energy equipment
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● Ensure that modular housing build options are considered

Conclusion
This discussion paper has provided ten attainable policies that local authorities across the
UK can review and wholly or partly implement. We hope at the very least it will add to your
discussions and will assist you in bringing about green policies that are not only affordable,
but in cases, can help generate additional income for local authorities. There are direct
bene ts to communities through improving the local environment, but it can also help
reduce living costs which is highly relevant given the cost of living crisis we are currently
experiencing.
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